Nanoscale characterization of collagen structural responses to in situ loading in rat Achilles tendons
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Abstract

The specific viscoelastic mechanical properties of Achilles tendons are highly dependent on the structural characteristics of collagen at and between all hierarchical levels. Research has been conducted on the deformation mechanisms of positional tendons and single fibrils, but knowledge about the coupling between the whole tendon and nanoscale deformation mechanisms of more commonly injured energy-storing tendons, such as Achilles tendons, remains sparse. By exploiting the highly periodic arrangement of tendons at the nanoscale, in situ loading of rat Achilles tendons during small-angle X-ray scattering acquisition was used to investigate the collagen structural response during load to rupture, cyclic loading and stress relaxation. The fibril strain was substantially lower than the applied tissue strain. The fibrils strained linearly in the elastic region of the tissue, but also exhibited viscoelastic properties, such as an increased stretchability and recovery during cyclic loading and fibril strain relaxation during tissue stress relaxation. We demonstrate that the changes in the width of the collagen reflections could be attributed to strain heterogeneity and not changes in size of the coherently diffracting domains. Fibril strain heterogeneity increased with applied loads and after the toe region, fibrils also became increasingly disordered. Additionally, a thorough evaluation of radiation damage was performed. In conclusion, this study clearly displays the simultaneous structural response and adaption of the collagen fibrils to the applied tissue loads and provide novel information about the transition of loads between length scales in the Achilles tendon.
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Introduction

Achilles tendons transduce forces from the gastrocnemius soleus muscle complex to calcaneal bone, allowing energy efficient movement of the foot. Their viscoelastic mechanical behavior and intrinsic properties are directly connected to their complex hierarchical structure [1,2]. The main constituents of tendons are water (55-70 % of wet weight) and collagen (60-85 % of dry weight). The collagen type I molecules (approximately 300 nm long triple helices) assemble into fibrils, organized in a quarter stagger arrangement at a periodic distance (d-spacing) of approximately 67 nm. The d-spacing includes a gap region (space in-between collagen molecules) and an overlap region (where collagen
Fig. 1. Schematic of the methodology implemented in this study. A) Illustration of the combined SAXS and in situ loading setup, indicating the d-spacing (d), gap (G) and overlap (O) regions in the unstretched fibril state and how these change during loading. Picture showing the tendon mounted in the loading device and a representative zoom-in as visualized with the microscope, indicating the position for SAXS acquisition (red cross). B) Representative applied load curves. C) The q-regions used (not shaded) for obtaining the intensity as a function of angle $I(\theta)$ (black - smoothed data, purple - Gaussian fit, red - background). D) The q-region used (not shaded) for obtaining the intensity as a function of the q-vector $I(q)$ (blue), indicating the peaks originating from the 2nd (green) and 3rd reflection (red).
molecules overlap and are crosslinked) [3]. This quarter-staggered arrangement of molecules makes up the sub-unit of collagen [4,5]. The fibrils (~100 nm) assemble into fibers (~10 μm), that in turn assemble into fascicles and subs-tendons (~500 μm), and together with the interfascicular matrix, ultimately constitute the whole tendon. The mechanical properties and behavior of the whole tendon is a result of optimization at and between these hierarchical levels [1,2]. Due to the complexity of this relation, the strain transfer between different levels as well as the different deformation mechanisms behind the tissue properties and behavior, are still not completely understood.

As collagen fibrils are arranged in a highly periodic arrangement, they can be probed using X-ray diffraction techniques such as small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS and WAXS) [5–7]. Using synchrotron radiation, these techniques have been applied during in situ loading, i.e. tensile loading of the full tendon while simultaneously conducting scattering measurements, to assess real-time collagen deformation mechanisms, which has led to the currently accepted concepts of fibril elongation through collagen molecule extension, elongation of gap regions and relative sliding of adjacent molecules [7–11]. In these studies, the fibril strain has been observed to be lower than the applied tissue strain, implying that strain is being partitioned between length scales, very likely through interfibrillar sliding [12] or the interfibrillar matrix is supporting parts of the load [13]. At larger strains, there has been indications of loss of intrafibrillar order [14], and macroscopic failure has been observed to be preceded by interfibrillar sliding and damage [15]. In studies conducting mechanical testing of dissected single fibrils, however, larger fibril strains between 11-27% have been observed [16–19], with fibrils from Achilles tendons straining slightly less than e.g. tail tendons [18,19]. This indicates that the fibrils themselves can deform substantially more than they do when interconnected and assembled into larger functional units such as fascicles [8,9].

Despite the extensive research in the field of collagen mechanics, the characteristics and timing of key aspects and events during collagen nano-response to loading remain debated, and the relation to the tissue scale is not completely understood. Further, most studies have used fascicles from the rat tail tendon as a model of collagen mechanics.

Fig. 2. Radiation damage. The effect of dose rate and total exposure time on some of the collagen structural parameters for one sample. A) Changes in collagen structural parameters for the two dose rates. A clear change in 3rd peak width (FWHM) is observed after 0.6 s. B) The effect on the 1st, 3rd and 7th meridional collagen Bragg peaks from using a dose rate of 6-7.4 kGy/s, which was selected for the remaining study. The shaded areas (vertical bars) indicate the range of maximum exposure during the mechanical tests. For instance, exposure time ranged from 0.75 to 0.95 s among specimens during the ramp to failure tests.
In addition to fascicles not being representative of the whole tendon, tail tendons are positional tendons and therefore experience the mechanical environment differently compared to energy-storing tendons \cite{23}. In the case of energy-storing tendons, the literature is sparse. The differences in mechanical properties and response between positional and energy-storing tendons have been highlighted in numerous studies \cite{19,23,29}. For example, energy-storing tendons seem to rely heavily on fiber reorganization and fibril relaxation during tissue stress relaxation \cite{23} and accumulate less fatigue induced fibril damage \cite{28}. Contrariwise, positional tendons seemed to have...
less capacity for this type of response and experience more plastic and accumulated fatigue damage. However, it remains debated if these differences extend down to the single nanoscale collagen fibril. While one study on single fibril mechanics showed similarities between collagen fibrils from positional and energy-storing tendons despite their difference in cross-linking [18], another study showed differences in both the single fibril response and in some mechanical properties [19]. Thus, there is still a lack of knowledge regarding these processes and the relation between length scales in complex energy-storing tendons such as the Achilles tendon, which is one of the most commonly injured tendons in humans [30]. The aim of this study was to characterize collagen nano-structural deformation mechanisms in rat Achilles tendons and to determine how changes in collagen fibril arrangement relate to the tissue-level mechanical behavior. Specifically, we aimed to evaluate both elastic and viscoelastic behaviors at the collagen fibril level vs the tissue scale. This was achieved through a combination of SAXS and simultaneous in situ tensile loading to quantify structural response at the nanoscale and to elucidate to what extent collagen fibrils align, stretch, slide, and fail in response to different tissue loading protocols (Fig. 1). Additionally, a radiation damage test was conducted prior to mechanical testing to ensure that the repeated SAXS exposure would not significantly affect the collagen structure.

Results

Radiation damage

During the radiation damage test conducted prior to the loading tests, the d-spacing and peak area displayed a gradual decrease already from the first exposure (Fig. 2.A, see Methods for details on experimental setup and analysis). With a dose rate of 106-124 kGy/s (32 × 20 μm² beam size) (Fig. 1.A), a severe change in peak width (full-width-at-half-maximum, FWHM) was observed after around 0.6 s of cumulated exposure, which corresponds to a total dose of approximately 64-74 kGy. This dose level is slightly lower than previously reported values for structural damage of collagen in breast tissue (approximately 100 kGy) [44]. In relation to this, the total dose which initiated clear changes in the collagen structure in this study seemed reasonable. Thus, a beam size of 150 × 125 μm² was chosen, which corresponded to a dose rate of approximately 6-7.4 kGy/s. This resulted in an estimated total dose of 4.5-7 kGy during ramp to failure, 13-16 kGy during stress relaxation and 21-34 kGy during cyclic loading (Fig. 2.B). Within the total doses for the different loading schemes, small structural changes occurred in the collagen fibrils compared to the changes induced by loading. Thus, it was assumed that the majority of the results from this study were not severely influenced by radiation damage.

Ramp to failure

During in situ SAXS with simultaneous tensile loading in a ramp to failure configuration, macroscopic failure occurred at tissue stresses of 9.1 ± 2.3 MPa and strains of 27 ± 1.7 %. One sample was excluded from all analysis due to visual slipping. The elastic modulus within the linear region was 45 ± 10 MPa. Within the elastic region, the fibril strain increased linearly with tissue strain (Fig. 3.A). The fibrils within the probed volume showed a decrease in slope close to global tissue yield (Supporting information, Fig. S.1) and then fibril strains rapidly decreased after reaching maximum fibril strains of 1.3 ± 0.1 %. Generally, increased loading resulted in a decrease in the length of the overlap region (Fig. 3.B,E). Further, the fibril strain heterogeneity increased with the applied load (Fig. 3.C,F). The intrabrillar disorder showed a slight initial decrease within the toe region (−4.8 ± 2.4 %) (Fig. 3.G), which then increased as loading continued. Increased loading was also accompanied by a small increase in alignment of the collagen fibrils (i.e., a decrease in anisotropy, Fig. 3.H,K) and a slight reorientation of the fibrils towards the direction of the applied load (90°) (Fig. 3.I,L). The responses of each individual sample can be found in the Supporting information, Fig. S.2. The physiological implications of the observed fibril responses are summarized in Table 1.

Cyclic loading

During in situ SAXS with simultaneous tensile loading in a cyclic configuration, increasing number of load cycles resulted in an increase in tissue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collagen structural parameter</th>
<th>Physiological implication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d-spacing / fibril strain ↑</td>
<td>Collagen fibrils stretching (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of overlap region ↓</td>
<td>Collagen molecules sliding relative each other (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibril strain heterogeneity ↑</td>
<td>Wider range of fibrils carrying different loads (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrabril lar disorder ↑</td>
<td>Loss of crystallinity / regular arrangement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anisotropy ↓</td>
<td>Collagen fibrils aligning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of orientation ↓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Observed fibril responses during ramp to failure and their physiological implications. Arrows indicate increase (↑) or decrease (↓) and (*) indicate statistical significance.
stiffness and decrease in tissue hysteresis (Fig. 4. B). Both maximum and end tissue strains also increased following number of applied load cycles. The maximum d-spacing and fibril strain measured during each load cycle remained similar (66.9 ± 0.4 nm, 0.7 ± 0.3 %). Further, the fibril strain during each load cycle was kept within the elastic region and never exceeded the failure strain observed during ramp to failure (Fig. 3.A). Contrariwise, the d-spacing and fibril strain at the end of each cycle slightly decreased with increasing number of cycles, with d-spacing values that were up to 0.2 % lower than the initial d-spacing at the start of loading (Fig. 4.C and Fig. 5.A). All other parameters regained their starting values following unloading at each cycle. The collagen fibril strain, length of overlap region, and heterogeneity of the fibril strain distribution adapted and responded to the applied load in a similar manner as during ramp to failure (Fig. 5.A-C). However, the response in intrafibrillar disorder and fibril alignment varied largely between specimens (Fig. 5.D-E). The physiological implications of

---

**Fig. 4. Changes in tissue and fibril parameters during cyclic loading**

A) Representative force vs time curve, indicating the maximum and final values of each cycle, and representative hysteresis curve, indicating the hysteresis area (grey) between the load and unload curves. B) Evolution of tissue level parameters with load cycles. C) Evolution of maximum and final fibril strain at each load cycle. The values corresponding to each individual specimen are indicated with lines. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval and the statistical significance across all load cycles based on Friedmans test is indicated as ** p < 0.01 and * p < 0.05.
Fig. 5. Fibril behavior compared to applied force during cyclic loading. A) Fibril strain, B) length of the overlap region, C) fibril strain heterogeneity, D) intrafibrillar disorder, E) fibril anisotropy, and F) fibril main orientation. Data is shown as mean (solid line) and standard deviation (shaded area). The parameter from tissue level (force) is shown in black, whereas fibril parameters are shown in red.
**Table 2. Observed fibril responses during cyclic loading and their physiological implications.** Dash (−) indicates no change, arrows indicate increase (↑) or decrease (↓) and (*) indicate statistical significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collagen structural parameter</th>
<th>Physiological implication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. d-spacing / fibril strain -</td>
<td>Collagen fibrils stretching to similar values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End d-spacing / fibril strain ↓</td>
<td>Collagen fibrils relaxing (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of overlap region ↓↑</td>
<td>Collagen molecules sliding apart and then back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibril strain heterogeneity ↑↓</td>
<td>Fibril load distribution increases and then decreases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the observed fibril responses are summarized in **Table 2**.

**Stress relaxation**

During *in situ* SAXS with simultaneous tensile loading in a stress relaxation configuration, the 0.3 mm displacement steps equated to strain steps of 6.4 ± 0.4 %. Three specimens failed already during the second displacement step and are thus only included in the first step. In the remaining specimens, the stiffness and the force-relaxation ratio increased slightly between the first and the second steps (Fig. 6.A). During tissue relaxation, relaxation of the fibrils was also observed (Fig. 6.B, Fibril strain). However, the other fibril parameters did not show any clear relaxation trends.

**Discussion**

This study combined SAXS with simultaneous *in situ* loading of whole rat Achilles tendons, to characterize the mechanical response of the collagen nanostructure in relation to the tissue scale response. The results show a clear simultaneous adaptation of the collagen structure to the applied tissue loads. Further, the combined results from the different loading scenarios indicate the extension of elastic and viscoelastic properties of the Achilles tendon down to the nanoscale.

From the radiation damage tests it was found that during the ramp to failure tests (0.75-0.95 s of beam exposure), the d-spacing reduced with approximately 0.05 %, which was only approximately 4 % of the total fibril strain due to loading. During the stress relaxation (2.2 s of beam exposure) and cyclic loading (3.5-4.6 s of beam exposure) tests, the d-spacing reduced with approximately 0.1 % and 0.2-0.3 % respectively, which both accounted to approximately 20 % of the total fibril strains due to loading. This indicates that the findings from this study were not severely influenced by radiation damage.

**Loading affects intrafibrillar disorder in a bimodal manner**

By measuring the area under the collagen peaks to estimate the intrafibrillar disorder, this study accounts for fibril strain heterogeneities and size of the coherently diffracting domains. The axial intrafibrillar disorder decreased within the toe region, but then increased as loading continued. This loss of intrafibrillar order could be due to the interface between the gap and overlap zones becoming less well defined [14]. Only a few studies on rat tail tendons [14,20] and cartilage [40] have previously reported the evolution of intrafibrillar order during *in situ* loading. Even though the studies on tail tendons estimated the intrafibrillar order from the peak intensity, their results are in line with this study. Misof et al. (1997) [20] observed that the lateral intrafibrillar order increased within the toe region and Fratzl et al. (1997) [14] observed a decrease of axial intrafibrillar order as the tendon is stretched into and beyond the “quasi-linear” strain range, possibly due to internal structural breakdown occurring within the fibrils. Additionally, Inamdar et al. (2017) [40] observed an increase in intrafibrillar disorder with decreasing d-spacing during compression, which is parallel to the trends seen in tendons.

**Collagen peak width is related to strain heterogeneity**

In the current study, the fibril strain heterogeneity started to increase at low loads and kept on increasing continuously throughout loading. This contradicts the findings in a study by Fessel et al. (2014) [9], where the fibril strain heterogeneity in rat tail tendons remained constant up until tissue yield and then suddenly increased. This discrepancy could be due to using a different displacement rate (~2.4 times faster in Fessel et al.) or the assumption that the broadening of the collagen peak is solely related to strain heterogeneity in rat tail tendons. The change in peak width could arise from two phenomena: strain and changes in the size of coherently diffracting domains [45]. To our knowledge, no study has evaluated what mechanism the broadening of the collagen peaks is attributed to. The different contributions can be obtained from a Williamson-Hall plot [46,47]. In the current study, following increased loading of the Achilles tendons, the slope of this plot increased whereas the intersect with the y-axis remained relatively constant (Supporting information, Fig. S3). This confirms the assumption that the increase in peak width during loading in this study indeed is related to strain heterogeneity and not changes in the size of the coherently diffracting domains. Additionally, two other factors support this relation: 1) during cyclic loading, the peak width recovered during unloading and 2)
Fig. 6. Tissue and fibril behavior during stress relaxation. A) Tissue level behavior, showing a representative force time curve, indicating the maximum force and final values of each step (red dots) used for estimating stress relaxation ratios, as well as stiffness and stress relaxation ratios of each step. The values corresponding to each individual specimen are indicated with lines and error bars represent the 95% confidence interval. B) Fibril level behavior during tissue relaxation. Data is shown as mean (solid line) and standard deviation (shaded area). The parameter from tissue level (force) is shown in black, whereas fibril parameters are shown in red.
during ramp to failure, the peak width recovered during unloading after tissue failure in most specimens (data not shown). Well in line with these results, Inamdar et al. (2021) [48] also observed a recovery of peak width during cyclic loading in cartilage. The sudden change in peak width reported by Fessel et al. (2014) [9], however, could instead have arisen from a sudden change in the size of the coherently diffracting domains. Additionally, non-uniform strains of the Achilles tendon have been shown, both in terms of the sub-tendons deforming differently [49,50] as well as deformation differences between the deep and superficial layers of the tendon [51,52].

Increased fibril strain recovery might not be due to damage

At lower loads within the elastic region of the tissue, the fibrils showed viscoelastic properties, such as increased fibril strain recovery and stretchability during cyclic loading. The successive decrease in d-spacing at the end of each load cycle could be attributed to one or a combination of four different factors: 1) mechanical damage to the fibrils, 2) radiation damage to the fibrils, 3) water flowing out of the structures or 4) interfibrillar matrix relaxation. As the fibril strains never exceeded the fibril yield strain, it is highly unlikely this would be due to mechanical damage. If the fibrils were damaged in any way, they would most likely also have had an increase in maximum fibril strain, since a loss in integrity of the structure would have disrupted its ability to respond to loads. Moreover, the fibril strain distribution also returned to their initial values, indicating that the size of the coherently diffracting domains was not altered. Dehydration studies of tendons have demonstrated that the d-spacing decreases with decreased humidity [39,53,54]. By evaluating the equatorial scattering peak [6,40,55] (wet state: q ~ 1.3-1.8 nm⁻¹, dry state: q ~ 1.1 nm⁻¹), it is possible to gain information about the intrafibrillar hydration state, but this peak could not be properly resolved with the measured q-range of this study. There are presently no studies investigating this in tendons during in situ loading, but Inamdar et al. (2017) [40] observed little to no change in fluid flow at the intrafibrillar level during in situ stress relaxation of cartilage. However, cartilage is in a state of relative dehydration compared to tendons, but the observed trend could potentially be similar. Gupta et al. (2010) [11] observed a double exponential fibril relaxation response in rat tail tendons, which they suggested was due to relaxation within the interfibrillar matrix. Hence, we hypothesize that in this study the major contributor to the observed decrease in d-spacing at the end of each load cycle was also due to interfibrillar matrix relaxation.

Tissue relaxation is accompanied by fibril relaxation

Simultaneously as the tissue underwent relaxation, fibril relaxation was observed. This is well in line with previous studies on rat tail tendons, where the fibril relaxation ratios have been shown to increase with increased strain steps [5,9]. However, no such consistent increase in relaxation ratio was found between strain steps in this study. This could be due to the limited sample numbers that were tested at step 2. Further, it could be due to the larger strain steps taken within the current study [8,9] or a too slow strain rate.

Fibril mechanical behavior within the tissue differs from single fibril mechanics

Using SAXS to evaluate fibril strains in combination with in situ loading of whole tendons, we and others [8–10,15,22] have observed fibril strains substantially lower than those from dissected single fibrils [16–19] (fibril failure strains ~1.3-4% vs 11-27%). However, Svensson et al. (2018) [18] observed that the fibril strain recorded at the ends (13-14 % for fibrils from Achilles tendons) was increased compared to central strains as measured by optical tracking of the same fibrils (8.5-8.9 %), which could indicate that the strains reported in single fibril studies are slightly over-estimated. Quigley et al. (2018) [19] and Svensson et al. (2013) [16] showed that fibrils from energy storing tendons exhibit a three-phase behavior instead of the two-phased behavior observed in fibrils from positional tendons. This three-phase behavior of the collagen fibrils was not observed in this study, nor in the previous studies combining in situ loading with synchrotron SAXS on rat tail tendons, where the fibrils instead exhibited a linear increase in strain until they came to an abrupt decrease close to tissue yield or failure [8,9,22].

The higher fibril strains observed in single fibril studies demonstrate the capability of collagen fibrils to extend further than they do when inside the tendon. Studies based on different microscopical techniques at several parts of the tissue [56–59], indicate fibril continuity along the entire tendon. In this case, the fibril response in the full tissue should be similar to that of the single fibril. However, studies based on mechanical testing in combination with X-ray diffraction, confocal, and atomic force microscopy [11,22,60–64] strongly suggest that strain is being partitioned between the fibrils and the fibers. The strain then occurs through interfibrillar and interfiber shear forces, and thus suggest that the fibrils instead are functionally discontinuous. In this study, we found fibril elongation to be affected by two simultaneous mechanisms: stretching and sliding. Even though sliding was observed already at the beginning of loading, it was not as prominent during
small strains as during larger strains. This is well in line with similar studies on rat tail tendons [9,13,38] and this presence of fibril sliding further supports functional discontinuity of fibrils in the tendon. Instead, there is probably a complex coupling between different hierarchical levels, which contribute to the strain being partitioned and the single fibril thus not carrying the entire applied load. The fact that the fibrils do not reach as high strains while in this intricate arrangement could also explain why the fibrils do not reach the other phases observed in single fibrils by Quigley et al. (2018) [19] and Svensson et al. (2013) [16]. Additionally, this points towards macroscopic tissue damage and failure not being initiated within the fibrils, but rather in the structures between fibrils, fibers and sub-tendons, as implied by previous studies on fibril and fiber mechanics within full tendons or fascicles [11,22,60–62].

Comparison of energy-storing tendons and positional tendons

All of the Achilles tendons evaluated in this study had a slightly smaller d-spacing prior to loading (66.6 nm) as well as slightly lower fibril failure strains (1.3 %) compared to fascicles from rat tail tendons evaluated using the same techniques and approach (67.5-67.7 nm, 1.5-4 %) [8–10,22]. Quigley et al. (2018) [19] showed that single fibrils from positional and energy-storing tendons not only exhibited different mechanical responses, but those from energy-storing tendons were also stronger, had a higher elastic modulus and did not form kinks nor a reduction in shell delamination in response to rupture. In line with this, Svensson et al. (2018) [18] showed that fibrils from Achilles tendons strained slightly less than those from rat tail tendons. These differences could be one reason behind the d-spacing and fibril strains observed in this study being within the lower range of similar studies on rat tail tendons.

In this study, the fibrils themselves seem to exhibit plastic damage, indicated by their response shortly before failure being nonlinear (Supporting information, Fig. S.1), which in turn suggest the presence of intrafibrillar damage prior to fibril failure. The fact that the fibrils show a nonlinear response prior to fibril failure contradicts similar studies on rat tail tendons where the fibril failure was found to be abrupt and the equatorial SAXS reflections to completely disappear following tissue yield [8,9]. In this study however, whilst at a much lower intensity, the reflections remain and the d-spacing continues to change.

Neither the earlier studies on rat tail tendons [8–10,22] nor a lab-based study on explants from bovine Achilles tendons [38] related the findings to the whole tissue level, thus not considering the interplay between all hierarchical levels of the tissue. By not testing the full tissue, the strain will most likely not be partitioned as in its native state. Thus, the fibrils could potentially experience higher loads, resulting in higher strains. Thorpe et al. (2012, 2015) [25,27] recently highlighted the major contribution of the interfascicular matrix to the overall mechanical properties. Their finding and the slight discrepancies in fibril strain levels and behavior between the current study and previous studies on rat tail tendons further emphasizes the need for studying more than one hierarchical level of the tissue at a time as well as the need for more studies on energy-storing tendons.

The discrepancies between rat tail fascicles and Achilles tendons together with the overall results of this study further highlights the heterogenous and complex response a tendon exhibit across several length scales, and this needs to be taken more often into account in mechanical studies. Future studies aimed at characterizing the mechanical response of tendons should therefore apply suitable techniques to resolve the inner mechanical heterogeneity of the tendon during loading, using e.g. SAXS or phase-contrast tomography for fibril and fiber levels respectively. Although, as this study focuses on the relation between macroscopic and nanoscale behaviors, a simplified assumption was still made for tissue scale stresses and strains.

Limitations

Compared to the physiological loading rate of tendons, the displacement rate in this study was low. Therefore, there is an uncertainty in separation between the fibril elastic response, sliding, and relaxation. Thus, more studies using a higher displacement rate need to be conducted to confirm the fibril strain values in this study. Additionally, no preconditioning was performed prior to the mechanical tests, which most likely contributes to the large inter-sample variabilities in especially the cyclic loading and stress relaxation tests. Nevertheless, all samples followed similar trends in their fibril responses. Moreover, the clamping of the tendons in this loading device could be improved as the tendons were often observed to break close to the clamps, which is most likely one reason behind the tissue failure strains and stresses of this study being relatively high and low, respectively. However, that is a common problem when performing mechanical testing of intact Achilles tendons. Additionally, the setup did not allow the tests to be conducted in a bath, but for the short measurement times in this experiment, the Kapton film was sufficient to keep the tendons hydrated throughout the tests. Lastly, the scattering data were acquired from a limited volume (~1 x 0.15 x 0.15 mm³) in the center of the tendon and is thus averaged over many collagen fibrils in the path of the beam. Therefore, the measurements most likely do not include regional differences within the tendon, as was further confirmed with narrow, normally distributed angular intensities. In some samples however, the distribution contained a small shoulder,
indicating a slight heterogeneity within the fibril population. This could be interpreted as more than one sub-tendon being present within the beam path in these cases.

Conclusions

The powerful combination of *in situ* loading during synchrotron SAXS acquisitions enabled characterization of the relationship between the tissue and nanoscale responses in energy-storing rat Achilles tendons for both elastic and viscoelastic loading scenarios. In this study, the mechanical and functional effects of the complex hierarchical structure of the Achilles tendon were evaluated. The results show substantially lower fibril strain than the applied tissue strain and thus further support strain partitioning between hierarchical levels. Additionally, it was shown that both elastic and viscoelastic properties are transferred down to the fibril level. This study provides further insight into the non-uniform deformation mechanisms of the Achilles tendon by determining that fibril strain heterogeneity is related to changes in collagen peak width. All together, these results stress the importance and need for future studies to thoroughly consider heterogeneity when evaluating the mechanical behavior of tendons. Our approach provides the unique possibility of studying the nanostructural response of collagen fibrils within the complex arrangement of the tendon. These results could represent the basis for future studies of different pathologies or injuries affecting tendons, as well as pave the way for similar studies of other collagen-based tissues.

Methods

Samples

Female specific pathogen free (SPF) Sprague Dawley rats (N = 15), aged 10-14 weeks (weight 219 ± 21 g), were used (Janvier, Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France). The rats were kept two per cage under controlled humidity (55 %) and temperature (22 °C), with a light-dark cycle of 12 hours. They were given standard food pellets and water *ad libitum*. After euthanization with carbon dioxide, the plantaris tendon was removed and the Achilles tendon was harvested together with the calcaneal bone and the gastrocnemius soleus muscle complex. The tendons were wrapped in gauze soaked in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution and stored frozen (-20 °C) until measurements (approximately 3 months). The storage does not affect the tissue mechanics [31,32], but may cause an increased water content. The experiment adhered to the institutional guidelines for care and treatment of laboratory animals and was approved by the Regional Ethics Committee for animal experiments in Linköping, Sweden (ID1424).

Synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering and *in situ* loading

SAXS measurements were carried out at the coherent small-angle X-ray scattering beamline (cSAXS) at the Swiss Light Source (SLS), Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), Switzerland. The samples were thawed, and sagittal and transverse diameters were measured with a slide caliper at the middle of the tendon. The cross-sectional area was calculated assuming an elliptical geometry. Kapton film (8 µm, 3512, SPEX Sample Prep, USA) was placed around each tendon and held together with a drop of PBS, to keep the tendon hydrated during the experiments (Fig. 1.A). The specimens were mechanically loaded at the beamline using a custom-built tensile test device designed for *in situ* measurements, similar to earlier studies [33,34]. The device was mounted on two linear stages along the two directions perpendicular to the beam path and controlled using a custom-made control software in LabVIEW (National Instruments Corp., US). During the experiment, the device was run in displacement control mode. The load was measured with a 111 N (25 lbf) load cell with an accuracy of ±1 % (LC201 25, Omega Engineering Inc., USA). To minimize slipping, sandpaper was placed on the muscle bundle before clamping in the ribbed upper grip of the loading device, making sure that the clamps were placed below the site of visible fascicle branching. The distal end was clamped just above the calcaneal bone. Due to the design of the grips, the tendons were mounted straight, simulating extreme plantarflexion. Using a camera mounted at the beamline, a picture before and after the tests were acquired for visual evaluation of potential slippage.

The tendons were loaded in tension by equally displacing both grips simultaneously with a rate of 5 mm/min (1.8 ± 0.3 %/s), keeping the center of the tendon in the path of the beam and thus the measured region constant throughout the test. A force transducer measured the axial force and a linear displacement sensor recorded the displacement of the grips. All tendons were preloaded to 1 N before each loading scheme was applied. To preserve tendon hydration, no additional precondition was performed as this would have substantially prolonged the duration of the tendon being inside the experimental hutch due to limitations in the control software implementation. Three loading schemes were applied (Fig. 1.B):

1) ramp to failure (N = 5), where the tendons were stretched until tissue failure,
2) cyclic loading (N = 4), where 5 cycles of 2-15 N were performed,
3) stress relaxation (N = 6), where the tendons were displaced in 0.3 mm steps, followed by 300 s relaxation per step for 2 consecutive steps.

The magnitudes of cyclic force and displacement steps were chosen to be within the elastic region based on tests with the loading device prior to the experiment.

SAXS acquisitions were conducted at intervals of 1.2 s during ramp to failure and cyclic loading. During stress relaxation, 10 SAXS acquisitions were conducted at intervals of 1.2 s during the initial loading phase and early relaxation, followed by 12 SAXS acquisitions conducted at intervals of 25 s during the remaining time of the relaxation phase (Fig. 1.B).

SAXS measurements were conducted using a beam energy of 12.4 keV (wavelength of ~1 Å) and a sample-detector distance of 7.146 m, enabling data acquisition in the q-range of approximately 0.02-1.45 nm⁻¹. The sample-detector distance and beam center were determined using a silver behenate powder standard. An off-axis optical microscope calibrated with the X-ray beam position was used to find the center of the tendon, where SAXS acquisition was conducted using a beam size of 150 × 125 μm² (horizontal × vertical) and an exposure time of 50 ms. The beam flux was measured (3.0 × 10¹¹ photons/s) using a glassy carbon standard specimen [35]. The 2D scattering patterns were recorded with a Pilatus 2M detector (1475 × 1679 pixels², pixel size 172 × 172 μm²). Measurements of only the Kapton film next to the samples were conducted for background correction. To investigate the effects of the dose rate on the specimens, this beam configuration was compared to a second configuration with higher number of incident X-rays onto the measured sample area, by reducing the beam size to 32 × 20 μm² and thus providing a measured flux of approximately 1.7 × 10¹¹ photons/s.

Data analysis

Analysis of the 2D scattering patterns was performed using in-house codes in Matlab® (R2019a, MatchWorks Inc, USA) as previously described by Turunen et al. (2017) [36]. The beam stop was masked away from the scattering patterns, along with dead or over-exposed pixels and gaps between detector modules. To obtain the I(q) curves, the scattering patterns were angularly integrated over 0-360° in the q-regions of the 3rd-10th meridional reflections (indicated by non-shaded areas in Fig. 1.C). The I(q) peaks were fitted with Gaussian curves and the predominant orientation of the collagen fibrils was determined from the position of the fit (Fig. 6.C). The degree of anisotropy, i.e. the dispersion in fibril orientation, was determined as the full-width-at-tenth of maximum (FWTM) of this fit [36,37]. The I(q) scattering curves were obtained in the q-region of 0.05-1.45 nm⁻¹ by radially integrating the scattering patterns over the retrieved main fibril orientation ± 60° to cover the meridional scattering (indicated by non-shaded areas in Fig. 1.D), giving rise to peaks related to each meridional collagen reflection (blue curve in Fig. 1.D). Gaussian curves were fitted to the 1st through 10th collagen peaks of the I(q) curve. The 3rd peak was used to determine the collagen periodicity (d-spacing) as the peak position and the fibril strain heterogeneity, i.e. dispersion in fibril strains, as changes in peak width (FWHM). The intensity ratio between the 3rd and 2nd peaks (I₃/I₂) was calculated from their respective peak areas and used to estimate changes in the length of the overlap region (O), which varies when adjacent collagen molecules slide relative to each other [38,39]. The relationship between relative intensity of collagen peaks of order m and n can be described by [9,10,36,38]:

\[
\frac{I_m}{I_n} = \left(\frac{n}{m}\right)^2 \left(\frac{\sin(n\pi O/d)}{\sin(m\pi O/d)}\right)^2
\]

where Iₙ and Iₘ are the intensity of the nth and mth order collagen peaks respectively, O is the overlap length, and d is the d-spacing.

When a degree of disordering of the gap/overlap interface is present, the intensity of higher order peaks is reduced by a larger amount compared to lower order peaks [14,40]. This reduction can be described by applying a Debye-Waller type factor exp(−κq²), where κ is proportional to the disordering and \(q = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda}\), to equation 1 [40]:

\[
\frac{I_m}{I_n} = \left(\frac{n}{m}\right)^2 \left(\frac{\sin(m\pi O/d)}{\sin(n\pi O/d)}\right) \exp\left(-\kappa(m^2 - n^2)\left(\frac{2\pi}{\lambda}\right)^2\right)
\]

The intensity ratio between the 5th and 7th order collagen peaks (I₅/I₇) was calculated from their respective peak areas and used to estimate changes in intrafibrillar disorder, which increases when the interface between gap and overlap region gets less distinct [14,40].

The force applied to the tissue was normalized to the cross-sectional area of the tendon (2.3 ± 0.7 mm²) to obtain tissue stress (σ). Tissue strain (ε_T) and fibril strain (ε_F) were obtained by normalizing the tissue displacement and collagen d-spacing to their starting values [9]:

\[
\varepsilon_T = (L - L_0)/L_0
\]

(3)

\[
\varepsilon_F = (d - d_0)/d_0
\]

(4)

where L is the displaced tissue length, L₀ the initial distance between the grips at preload (4.6 ± 0.7 mm), d the d-spacing, and d₀ the initial d-spacing at
preload (66.6 ± 0.2 nm). Stiffness was determined from a fit of the linear region in the load curve and the yield point was estimated as 0.2 % strain offset from this fit (post-linear region). Hysteresis was determined per cycle as the area between the loading and unloading force-displacement curve. Stress relaxation ratio corresponded to the relative decrease in force from the start of each step until the end of the relaxation period.

Radiation damage

Radiation dose is an important and limiting factor when studying biological samples such as tendons, as too high doses can damage the tissues and especially affect their mechanical properties [41]. Thus, prior to mechanical testing, a radiation damage test was conducted on a tendon not subjected to mechanical load to ensure that the repeated SAXS exposure would not significantly affect the collagen structure. Two dose rates were compared by varying the beam size (150 × 125 μm² or 32 × 20 μm²) and repeatedly acquiring SAXS measurements at one spot. The sample transmission was estimated from the number of photons recorded at the beam stop with and without a sample in the beam path. The absorption ratio was calculated from the recorded transmission at the beam stop, as the ratio of photons not being transmitted. The tissue density was estimated to be between 1050-1120 kg/m³, based on typical values reported for soft tissues such as muscle, cartilage, skin and tendons [42,43]. The total dose (D) deposited on the sample was defined as the energy absorbed by the sample divided by the sample mass, and was calculated as:

\[ D = \frac{I_0 \cdot \tau \cdot A \cdot E}{\Delta x \Delta y \Delta z \cdot \rho} \]  

(5)

where \( I_0 \) is the photon flux (photons/s), \( \tau \) is the exposure time, \( A \) is the absorption ratio, \( E \) the X-ray energy, \( \Delta x \Delta y \Delta z \) is the scattering volume (beam area × sample thickness), and \( \rho \) the mass density of the sample.

Statistics

Mean, standard deviation (SD) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated. Non-parametric tests were selected as the number of samples was too small to ensure normally distributed data. In ramp to failure, the Kruskal-Wallis test was used to test for statistical difference between start of loading (t0), maximum d-spacing (maxD) and maximum force (maxF) (R2019a, MathWorks Inc., USA). In cyclic loading, the Friedman’s test was used to test for statistical differences across multiple load cycles.
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